[The effect of the photoelectric detector on the accuracy of the spectrometer].
An optimized photoelectric detector will increase the precision of a spectrometer, thus indicates an important way to develop high performance spectrometer. With an eye to this, a model describing the process that spectrogram is integrated and sampled by photoelectric detector and restored after low-pass filtering is developed. Based on the model, the influence of the characteristic parameters of the detector on the spectral line in the frequency domain is analyzed and the relation between the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the spectra line and the integral interval, sampling space and sensitivity of the detector is deduced. The conclusion indicates that both the integral interval and sampling space should be 1/6 of the FWHM for a spectral line with gaussian profile as a result of compromise between accuracy and feasibility. Moreover, the critical point deciding the right situation for scanner and array detector is given. Other guide line to optimize the photoelectric detector and increase accuracy is suggested also.